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Chiron, Moon's Nodes, & Black Moon Lilith interpretations for Grace Kelly

Planets in Signs and Houses
Chiron in Taurus
Chiron is a minor planet that orbits in between Saturn and Uranus. In the astrology
chart, Chiron serves as a bridge between normal consciousness and higher
consciousness. Chiron can bring limitations, but it is also connected with finding ways
to overcome limitations, to heal and to grow. Chiron spends an average of four years in
any one sign, so everyone born in the same years will have the same sign placement.
Chiron's sign placement is most likely to influence your life if Chiron has many aspects
or is near one of the four angles in your chart.
You have a strong sense of values, of right and wrong. You may have experienced
poverty, illness, injury, sexual or social discrimination, or other limitations, but the
struggle to overcome these barriers and limitations drives you forward. You sympathize
with and try to help the unfortunate when you can. If there is a secret to your career
success, it is that you are steady, consistent, and dependable. You may not always be
brilliant, but you have a habit of consistently putting one foot in front of the other, which
eventually results in a long string of achievements. All of your experience, combined
with a detailed memory, makes you good at navigating the real world. You live to the
fullest and should end up with many interesting life stories, to which others look forward
to hearing.

Chiron in the Seventh House
Your marriage and other partnerships provide your biggest source of inspiration and
increased consciousness. Your partner could be older. Your partner must allow you to
learn and grow. You will not put up with a dull marriage. Chiron here makes you a
more giving person. You could be attracted to a partner who needs sympathy and
healing, perhaps from a traumatic childhood. You may have an interest in public
service, in contributing to the people in your community. You may experience lots of
relationship highs and lows during your life, from which you gradually gain a wider
perspective.
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Planets in Aspect
Pluto opposite BlackMoon (Strength: 5.98)
This aspect can heighten a woman's glamour. This can make her a prize for a powerful
man. You could feel drawn to such a marriage, but end up feeling trapped, unhappy,
and unloved. You could be happier with a man who knows finances but who is less
powerful and more loving, perhaps even younger than you. If you find that you are not
making wise choices for yourself, take time to become self-sufficient and build up your
self-esteem. Once you have children you will battle quite strongly on their behalf, and
also on behalf of any people with whom you identify. Socially you tend to be cautious
with strangers, thereby giving the impression of aloofness to go along with your beauty.
However, on the inside you are like a volcano. You have a passion for life and need
outlets for your energy and creativity. This can make you very versatile as you branch
out and master various fields. You are talented and can be a stubborn perfectionist.
You are attracted to the fresh and modern. This aspect gives you a high social
perspective, from which you may seek to empower others.

North Node conjunct Chiron (Strength: 5.93)
With this aspect, you grow in order to serve as an example to others of what is
possible. You become an inspiration to young people of what they can become and
what they can achieve. You do this through your integrity and your devotion to
excellence.

Midheaven square North Node (Strength: 5.62)
This aspect tends to make you a social leader. You might conduct yourself as a lady
because you feel the weight or responsibility of your leadership position. This square is
more difficult for a woman to handle because the Midheaven rules the domain of the
public world, which is traditionally reserved for men, as opposed to the private world of
the home. It is as if you are thrust into the public world. You believe in yourself,
however, which gives the persistence that can be needed to finally open closed doors.
This aspect tests your mental toughness. It gives you a broader awareness of the
world at large.
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Midheaven square Chiron (Strength: 5.55)
You are not going to go down without a fight. This aspect develops your character.
You are a fighter. This aspect puts you in the public arena where you are determined
to put up a good fight and do your best.

Mercury conjunct South Node (Strength: 5.50)
You probably had a childhood that was rich in experiences. You may have been
precocious, knowing early what you wanted to do in a career. You are willing to put in
long hours and you get better as a result. You can reflect upon what you have learned
in writing. This aspect makes you gregarious and articulate. The idea of having a big
family does not really appeal to you.

Mercury opposite Chiron (Strength: 5.43)
You may become known for your combative or challenging speech or writing. Or, as in
the case of Jean-Francois Champollion, who deciphered Egyptian hieroglyphics, the
writing itself becomes the challenge. Law practice might appeal to you. You could use
language to try to make the world work more honestly and efficiently. You could strike
or picket for improved conditions. Or you could fight for your rights in court. You could
have a challenging relationship with the press or with communication technology. You
could insist that your family make time for conversation. You could find work using your
voice, reading poetry or doing voice-over characters for animated films.
You could have had some childhood challenges in connection with hearing, speaking,
reading, or learning. You now stay very mentally active, possibly in order to prove
yourself. This aspect keeps you youthful even into your old age, especially if you avoid
cigarettes. You could get involved with helping young people. Or you could face a
major challenge with one or more of your children. The effect of these challenges will
be to expand your awareness and to deepen your consciousness.

Sun sextile BlackMoon (Strength: 4.95)
You should have a favorable start to your life with this aspect. You can exude
sweetness and warmth. How your life ends up will depend upon the character that you
develop and the choices that you make. An easy life does not build character. You can
make your entire life a happy one if you obtain education or training and become
accustomed to work while you are still young. Avoid easy routes to feeling good such
as drugs or alcohol.
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Moon sextile BlackMoon (Strength: 2.67)
You have confidence in yourself, in what you can do. You are not looking to attract
attention to yourself, but you are so sensitive and observant that you can be very
knowledgeable and capable. You probably have many friends and are on good terms
with your relatives. You tend to be witty, outspoken, and playful. You would make a
wholesome, loving mother.
Neptune sesquiquadrate BlackMoon (Strength: 1.91)
Your mentality is at such a high level that you can talk intelligently about things that you
really know very little about. You have a connection to the universe which among its
benefits helps you to stay on an even keel. Being so level-headed can be a benefit if
you should marry a highly creative man, one who needs the understanding and the
anchor that you are able to provide. Such a man can keep you both amused and
challenged, which can help your marriage to thrive, especially if you give each other
some space. You will probably opt for a quiet and private family life. In your career,
you could try to make a difference to humanity. Your work must have a human
connection. You could find that working for a bureaucracy does not give you the
degree of freedom that you need. You might have to work a day job while pursuing a
love of music, poetry, acting, writing, or astrology on the side. Through connections you
may gradually achieve the freedom to realize your dreams. You can think a lot about
spiritual matters. You will probably investigate more than just one religion or
philosophy.
Saturn sesquiquadrate Chiron (Strength: 1.51)
You could face challenges in your youth, but you grow to be poised, gracious, modest
and intelligent. You quickly achieve an adult understanding. You are likely to be a
hard, skilled worker, able to get a lot done. You would be well-suited to the priesthood
or ministry. With your soft, slow voice, you reach out to others, able to bring parties
together as a mediator. Your self-discipline, dignity, and unpretentious simplicity sets a
moral example for others. You utilize setbacks as opportunities for growth. There can
be a connection between your work and your family - or the people with whom you work
become your extended family.
Saturn sesquiquadrate North Node (Strength: 1.44)
This aspect gives you a high degree of control, including physical control, which can be
useful in many fields, including singing. You can master a variety of styles. You project
an image of purity. However, you can also be your own worst enemy. If you stick to
your principles you will be fine. It is when your mind starts working along fearful
channels, thinking that you need more than you have, that you can go off the rails. You
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can become unpleasantly domineering in private. If you decide to become an
intellectual, this aspect gives you the mental firepower.
Ascendant conjunct South Node (Strength: 0.12)
Many women with this conjunction were born to be national leaders or are in pioneering
positions of popular leadership. If you have this aspect, you feel an obligation to serve
as a role model and/or play a responsible leadership role. You feel an obligation to the
collective self to use your talents in service to society. You love your community. You
could work to end blights such as poverty, crime, and ignorance. You could have a
talent for starting, founding, or leading organizations and societies. The South Node
person acts more in association with others while the North Node person acts more as
an individual.
Ascendant opposite Chiron (Strength: 0.05)
You have little respect for limiting boundaries. You can be a forceful, controlling person
with a sometimes prickly relationship with other people. The solitude of nature might
appeal to you. You could overcome a physical disability.
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